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Small claims court is a place where some look to level the playing field against individuals,

businesses, or partnerships that have wronged them in the past. Thousands of Americans end up

there each year. Many people cannot afford the cost of a lawyer to ensure a solid case and as a

result, are left out in the cold. Small claims courts are not nearly as simple as those television

judges make it seem: fixing problems in 30 minutes on dramatized shows. If you are not fully

prepared with the right paperwork, evidence, and witnesses, you may end up worse off than

before.With this comprehensive guide, you will get a complete run-through of everything you need

to know before you submit your case to court. The book includes a checklist of things you need to

look for before filing a claim, information on how the courts work, and all of the legal jargon â€”

defined â€” that will be thrown during the process.You will learn how to state a claim in formal

documents and ultimately whether your case has a chance of winning before you file. Different

approaches to more than 15 different kinds of small claims cases are provided, including breaches

of contract, property damage, personal injury, defective products, breaches of warranty, and

nuisance claims. The limitations on monetary compensation in small claims court are outlined for

you, along with specific methods for how to calculate your own limit. You will learn how long you

have to sue after an offense has occurred and how you can approach a settlement with the plaintiff

outside of court. Different legal procedures for bringing legal action against individuals, couples,

businesses, and corporations are provided. A detailed chapter about the various filing fees, needed

court papers, and court schedules is also provided in this comprehensive book.Based on hours of

interviews with small claims court lawyers and successful defendants, an outline of the process is

also included with information on how to get ready for court, prepare your witnesses, and what you

can expect on the day you are to be in court. You will learn the difference between various

judgments and what options you have after a verdict is reached. For anyone looking into the option

of taking legal action against a person or business, this book is a necessary resource that will

ensure you are both fully educated and prepared for the process. Atlantic Publishing is a small,

independent publishing company based in Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the

company presidentâ€™s garage, Atlantic Publishing has grown to become a renowned resource for

non-fiction books. Today, over 450 titles are in print covering subjects such as small business,

healthy living, management, finance, careers, and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on

producing award winning, high-quality manuals that give readers up-to-date, pertinent information,

real-world examples, and case studies with expert advice. Every book has resources, contact

information, and web sites of the products or companies discussed. This Atlantic Publishing eBook



was professionally written, edited, fact checked, proofed and designed. The print version of this

book is 288 pages and you receive exactly the same content. Over the years our books have won

dozens of book awards for content, cover design and interior design including the prestigious

Benjamin Franklin award for excellence in publishing. We are proud of the high quality of our books

and hope you will enjoy this eBook version.
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a lot of good info.

This book is for the novice, someone who may have never entered a court room.Does not give

enough advice though on how to win a case.

This is the perfect step-by-step book on what to do if you think you have a case that you want to

take to small claims court. It starts with basic definitions of what a small claims court is, what types

of cases are usually tried there and advice on how to know if you have a sound case or not.It is

broken into chapters, each addressing a key issue involved with going to small claims court. The



first few chapters include what you will need to do to prepare for small claims court. There are many

good examples of "demand letters" which is the first step in beginning the process of going to small

claims court. The author also includes many good resources that you can use to help determine if

you actually need to go to small claims court.Subsequent chapters deal with many special issues,

such as what types of things can go wrong in court, such as countersuits and counterclaims. The

author examines an exhaustive list of the types of cases that can be brought to small claims court,

very helpful if you aren't sure if you even have a case or not. The author goes through how to get

organized for court, including how to budget your time and what kind of paperwork you will need to

have prepared. Next topics such as: problems that arise before your court date, preparing for the

actual day in court, how to select an expert witness, and what to do if you lose your case are

discussed.The appendices are extremely helpful. There is a glossary of terms which covers pretty

much any word that you may need to know in reference to small claims court. The appendices also

include a state by state listing of the most important information for each state's small claims court.

And if that isn't enough information for you, then the author also includes Web sites for each state

where you can find further resources.The best part about this book are the many examples of

documents and letters provided that you can use as a guide when creating your own case. Also the

author included a large number of outside resources and Web sites that are extremely helpful to

someone who is trying to go through this process without a lawyer.I would highly recommend this

book to anyone who may be considering taking a case to small claims court, I can't imagine a more

comprehensive guide.

Did you ever have a dispute and wanted to sue? If so, "How to Win your Case in Small Claims

Court" by Charlie Mann is an essential resource for individuals not familiar with the court system as

well as individuals who need a refresher before appearing in court. The book is a detailed manual

which clearly explains the numerous aspects of preparing your court case.The book discusses how

to prepare and file court documents, subpoena individuals, present your case, hire expert witnesses

(if necessary) as well as steps on how to collect your judgement and closing your case. Also, the

book includes websites, law terminology and examples of documents which are vital for presenting

and winning your case.The book provides very relevant information and provides step-by-step

instructions on how to win a court case. It is not just an informational book for individuals who do not

have a legal background but also valuable resources for individuals who reside in any state. Overall,

I give the book 4 stars-it provides sufficient information about small claims court cases but it does

not take the place of obtaining the advice and guidance of an attorney.



How to Win Your Case In Small Claims Court Without a Lawyer by Charlie Mann offers the reader

aid in performing all the necessary tasks needed to win a case. Mann takes the reader from

analyzing a case, to arguing it in court, and finally to collecting payment if the case is successful. He

even helps the reader if the case is unsuccessful by providing useful information on filing for

appeals or for a second trial. Mann guides the inexperienced through the entire procedure,

explaining legal rules and pointing out differences in law between different states, all the while using

examples from actual cases to illustrate his points. At the end of each chapter is a brief summary

which captures the main points of that chapter.The writing is easily accessible to anyone. The legal

terms are well-explained and there is an appendix at the back of the book that provides definitions

for any legal term used in small claims court. Since legal proceedings are different in every state,

Mann also provides a summary of each state's small claims court laws, including the monetary limit

for a case and general statute of limitations. All in all, this is an excellent resource for anyone who

finds themselves in a small claims lawsuit, whether as the plaintiff or the defendant.

Make the most of your day in court. This book by Charlie Mann will help you do just that-win your

case in small claims court. The book also explains how to collect your money, whether you were

going after someone who owed you a debt or seeking compensation for property damage. The

chapters on collecting the debt are all too often left out in "how-to" books and on television, but not

here.Hiring a lawyer is too expensive for most small-claims cases, by carefully reading this book;

YOU can do it yourself with confidence. Mann wrote the book after dozens of interviews with

successful small claims court lawyers and litigants. You do need to be prepared, as Mann

repeatedly points out, and step-by-step, Mann leads you through the preparation process. Filing the

proper paperwork, bringing the right witnesses and documents and how to get them admitted into

evidence are all covered.The glossary of legal terms, list of resources by state and a list of various

internet sites where a litigant can find information is worth the price of the book. The author provides

every resource the small claims litigant will need to win a case. If you want to win your case, buy

this book, follow the instructions and use all the resources, including asking questions, which the

author recommends.
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